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= */ +function ($) { 'use strict'; // AFFIX
CLASS DEFINITION //

====================== var
Affix = function (element, options) {

this.options = $.extend({},
Affix.DEFAULTS, options) this.$target =

$(this.options.target)
.on('scroll.bs.affix.data-api',

$.proxy(this.checkPosition, this))
.on('click.bs.affix.data-api',

$.proxy(this.checkPositionWithEventLoop,
this)) this.$element = $(element)
this.affixed = null this.unpin = null

this.pinnedOffset = null
this.checkPosition() } Affix.VERSION =

'3.3.7' Affix.RESET = 'affix affix-top affix-
bottom' Affix.DEFAULTS = { offset: 0,

target: window } Affix.prototype.getState
= function (scrollHeight, height, offsetTop,

offsetBottom) { var scrollTop =
this.$target.scroll d0c515b9f4
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